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Abstract. Recent experimental progress in DNA lattice construction, DNA robotics,
and DNA computing provides the basis for designing DNA cellular computing
devices, i.e. autonomous nano-mechanical DNA computing devices embedded
in DNA lattices. Once assembled, DNA cellular computing devices can serve as
reusable, compact computing devices that perform (universal) computation, and
programmable robotics devices that demonstrate complex motion. As a prototype
of such devices, we recently reported the design of an Autonomous DNA Turing
Machine, which is capable of universal sequential computation, and universal
translational motion, i.e. the motion of the head of a single tape universal me-
chanical Turing machine. In this paper, we describe the design of an Autonomous
DNA Cellular Automaton (ADCA), which can perform parallel universal com-
putation by mimicking a one-dimensional (1D) universal cellular automaton. In
the computation process, this device, embedded in a 1D DNA lattice, also demon-
strates well coordinated parallel motion. The key technical innovation here is a
molecular mechanism that synchronizes pipelined “molecular reaction waves”
along a 1D track, and in doing so, realizes parallel computation. We first describe
the design of ADCA on an abstract level, and then present detailed DNA se-
quence level implementation using commercially available protein enzymes. We
also discuss how to extend the 1D design to 2D.

1 Introduction

DNA has recently been used, with great success, to fabricate nanoscale lattices and
tubes [3, 8, 11, 14–16, 18, 20–22, 29, 31, 32], to construct nanomechanical devices [2,
4, 9, 10, 24, 25, 27, 23, 28, 33, 34, 36, 37], and to perform computation [1, 5–7, 13, 17,
19, 26]. The progress in these three fields together provides the basis for the next step
forward: designing and constructing autonomous DNA computing devices embedded
in well defined DNA lattices, which are capable of (universal) computation. We call
such devices DNA cellular computing devices.

Once assembled, DNA cellular computing devices can serve as reusable, compact
computing devices that perform (universal) computation, and programmable robotics�
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devices that demonstrate complex motion. First, DNA cellular computing devices rep-
resent a step forward beyond the prior molecular computing schemes, such as algorith-
mic self-assembly of DNA tiles, which performs a one-time computation during the
assembly. In contrast, DNA cellular computing devices, once assembled, can perform
multi-round computations. The output, embedded in the DNA lattices, is preserved and
can serve as input for future computations. In addition, DNA cellular computing de-
vices are more compact than the tiling scheme. A 1D Autonomous DNA Turing ma-
chine holds equivalent computational power as a 2D tiling lattice. Second, DNA cellular
computing devices can demonstrate sophisticated programmable motion, for example,
universal translational motion, which we define as the motion of the head of a single
tape universal mechanical Turing machine. As such, DNA cellular computing devices
may promise interesting applications in nanorobotics and nano-computation, as well as,
nano-fabrication, nano-sensing, and nano-actuated electronics.

As one prototype of the DNA cellular computing devices, we previously reported
the design of an autonomous unidirectional DNA mechanical device capable of univer-
sal sequential computation, termed as Autonomous DNA Turing Machine [35]. Here,
we extend our previous work and obtain the design of an Autonomous DNA Cellular
Automaton (ADCA). By mimicking a 1D universal cellular automaton, the ADCA can
perform parallel universal computation, and in the process, demonstrate well coordi-
nated parallel motion. The parallel computation and motion is realized using a novel
molecular mechanism that synchronizes pipelined “molecular reaction waves” along a
1D track.

A cellular automaton is a set of “colored” cells on a grid of specified shape that
evolve through discrete time steps according to a set of transition rules based on the
colors of neighboring cells [30]. If the lattice is a one (resp. two) dimensional lattice, the
cellular automaton is called a one (resp. two) dimensional cellular automaton. Figure 1
(a) shows the cells of an example one-dimensional cellular automaton. Each cell of this
automaton can have one of two states, or equivalently two colors, �
	���
� and ��������� .
The evolving process of a cellular automaton is specified by the transition rules. Figure 1
(b) illustrates one example rule set for the cellular automaton shown in Figure 1 (a). The
rule set consists of 8 transition rules (numbered (1) - (8) in the figure). For example,
according to rule (1), if the current cell and both of its neighbors have color ��������� ,
at next time step, the middle cell will change to color �
	���
� . This rule is denoted
as ��������������������������������������	����� . Applying the rules in Figure 1 (b) to the initial
configuration in Figure 1 (a), we obtain the transition history table depicted in Figure 1
(c). Cellular automaton can hold universal computing power. The cellular automaton
depicted in Figure 1 is one such universal cellular automaton, known as rule 110, as
described in [30]. This cellular automaton can be simulated by the ADCA described in
this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the structural
design and operational process of our ADCA. In Sect. 3, we give a detailed molecular
implementation of the design presented in Sect. 2. We then briefly describe how to
extend the design of ADCA to two-dimensions in Sect. 4 and close in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 1. A universal cellular automaton with two colors: Rule 110. The figure is adapted from [30]
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Fig. 2. Top panel: the initial configuration of an abstract cellular automaton. Bottom Panel:
schematic drawing of the structure of an ADCA corresponding to the abstract cellular automaton
in the top panel. The backbones of DNA strands are depicted as directed line segments. The short
bars represent base pairing between DNA strands

Fig. 3. Three endonucleases used in the molecular implementation of the ADCA. The recognition
site of an enzyme is bounded by a box and the cleavage site indicated with a pair of arrows. The
symbol “ b ” indicates the position of a base that does not affect endonuclease recognition

2 Design

2.1 Structure

The ADCA operates in a solution system. Figure 2 illustrates an example abstract cel-
lular automaton in the top panel, and the structure of the corresponding ADCA in the



bottom panel. The ADCA is composed of four parts: a rigid symbol track, a linear ar-
ray of dangling DNA molecules tethered to the symbol track, a set of floating DNA
molecules, and a group of floating protein enzymes.

– Symbol track. The symbol track provides a rigid structural platform on which the
dangling-molecules are tethered. It can be implemented, for example, as a rigid
addressable DNA lattice, such as the barcode DNA lattice reported in [31].

– Dangling DNA molecules. The array of dangling-molecules, also called symbol-
molecules, tethered to the symbol track represent the array of cells (symbols) in the
cellular automaton (and hence the name symbol-molecule). A dangling-molecule
is a duplex DNA fragment, with one end tethered to the symbol track via a flexible
single strand DNA fragment and the other end possessing a single strand DNA ex-
tension (the sticky end). Due to the flexibility of the single strand DNA linkage, a
dangling-molecule moves rather freely around its joint on the symbol track. We re-
quire that the only possible interactions between two dangling-molecules are those
between two immediate neighbors. This requirement can be ensured by properly
spacing the dangling-molecules along the rigid track.

– Floating DNA molecules. In addition to the array of dangling-molecules, the sys-
tem contains floating-molecules. A floating-molecule is a free floating (unattached
to the symbol track) duplex DNA segment with a single strand overhang at one
end (sticky end). A floating-molecule floats freely in the solution and thus can in-
teract with another floating-molecule or a dangling-molecule provided that they
possess complementary sticky ends. There are two kinds of floating-molecules: the
rule-molecules and the assisting-molecules. The rule-molecules collectively spec-
ify the computational rules and are the programmable part of the ADCA, while the
assisting-molecules assist in carrying out the operations of the ADCA, which we
describe in detail in Sect. 2.2 and Sect. 2.3.

– Protein enzymes. The system also contains floating DNA ligase and three types
of DNA endonucleases. The enzymes perform ligations and cleavages on the DNA
molecules to effect the designed structural changes and hence the information pro-
cessing. The cleavage patterns of the endonucleases are described in Figure 3.

2.2 Structural Changes

Figure 4 illustrates the structural changes during the operation of ADCA.
Initial configuration. Figure 4 (a) depicts an example abstract cellular automaton

in its top panel, and a corresponding ADCA in its bottom panel. For simplicity and
clarity, the floating enzymes and the floating DNA molecules in the ADCA are omitted
from the figure; the symbol track, as well as the duplex and sticky end portions of a
dangling-molecule, is depicted as a thick line segment; the flexible hinge of a dangling-
molecule as a thin curve. The leftmost symbol-molecule is a special initiator dangling-
molecule, c , representing the cell d in the abstract cellular automaton (see Figure 4). To
the right of c , three types of dangling-molecules, e , f , and g , are positioned evenly
along the track in a periodic order such that cells hjilknm , hoipkrq , and hoipkrh , wherei is a non-negative integer, in the abstract cellular automaton are represented in the
ADCA by symbol-molecules e , f , and g , respectively. The symbol-molecules differ
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Fig. 4. Structural changes during the operation of an ADCA. In (b), red(dark) and green(grey)
boxes indicate two pipelined reaction waves

in their default sticky ends, i.e. the sticky ends they possess in their respective initial
configurations before the reaction starts. As we shall see later, this is essential for the
synchronization of the operation of the ADCA. The color of each cell in the abstract
cellular automaton is encoded in a corresponding symbol-molecule in the ADCA.

Pipelined reaction waves. Figure 4 (b) illustrates structural changes. During the
operation of the ADCA, the initiator molecule c sends out a “reaction wave” that trav-
els down the track from left to right. A critical novel property of the ADCA is that
multiple reaction waves can travel down the track in a “pipelined” fashion. However,
we have carefully engineered a “synchronization” mechanism so that a reaction wave
that starts at a later stage can never overtake one that starts earlier. This ensures the
synchronization of the state changes of the ADCA, and hence its correct operation.

Figure 4 (b) illustrates two consecutive reaction waves, respectively indicated with
red (dark) and green (grey) boxes and arrows. Next, we focus on the first reaction wave
(indicated by dark boxes and arrows), and describe the structural changes of ADCA.

In Stage 0, the reaction wave starts at the initiator c at position d , then travels se-
quentially to e in Stage 1, f in Stage 2, and g in Stage 3. The reaction wave finishes
one full cycle in Stages 1, 2, and 3, and thus goes on inductionally down the track.

In Stage i , where ip��d��Um��Oq , and h , three types of reactions occur, namely reactionsiO� d , iO�Xm . and i\�?q .



Fig. 5. Encoding state information in DNA molecules. The backbones of DNA strands are de-
picted as directed line segments. � and � �j� represent the duplex portion and the sticky end of the
DNA molecule, respectively. The bases shaded in blue are used to encode state information, �
or � . “ � bp” indicates � DNA base pairs, where � is a non negative integer. In Figure (b), the
number � is used to encode state information � and is thus shaded in blue. The red (dark) box
indicates the recognition site for an endonuclease, in this case, EcoPl5 I
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Fig. 6. Initial configuration

– In Stage 0, c has a complementary sticky end to its right neighbor e and is thus
ligated to e , and the ligation product is subsequently cleaved by an endonuclease
(Reaction d��Xm ). Next, c is “modified” by an assisting-molecule, depicted as a pink
(grey) line segment, and restored to its default configuration (Reaction d�� q ). The
“modification” will be implemented as ligation and cleavage events and will be
described in detail in Sect. 3. In a parallel reaction d�� h , e is also modified by another
assisting-molecule such that e will possess a complementary sticky end to f , and
thus the reaction wave is ready to enter Stage 1 (Reaction d�� h ).

– In Stage 1, similar structural changes occur as in Stage 0. However, after reactionmo�Xm , e will possess a sticky end that encodes the state, i.e. color, information of
itself, its left neighbor c , and its right neighbor f . In the ensuing reaction m�� q , a
rule-molecule corresponding to a transition rule in Figure 1 recognizes e ’s sticky
end and effects a state transition of molecule e . e will then be modified by an
assisting-molecule and restored to its default configuration, encoding its new state.
In the example shown in Figure 4 (b), a rule-molecule corresponding to rule (7)
in Figure 1 changes the color encoded in e from ��	���
� to �����
��� . In the parallel
reaction mo� h , f will be modified to posses a complementary sticky end to g .

– In Stages 2 and 3, reactions of the same nature as in Stage 1 will occur. Details are
omitted for brevity.

2.3 Information Flow

Notation. We next describe the information flow during the operation of the ADCA.
For ease of exposition, we first introduce some notation. An information encoding DNA
molecule is denoted as ����� ���S� , where � is its duplex portion, � ��� is its sticky end por-
tion, and � and � respectively represent the state information encoded in � and � ��� . This



Fig. 7. Information flow

is illustrated in Figure 5. As shown in the figure, there are two ways to encode informa-
tion � in the duplex � . In Figure 5 (a), � is encoded as a unique DNA sequence ����e ;
in Figure 5 (b), � is encoded as the number of base pairs ( � bp in the Figure) between
an endonuclease recognition site and the sticky end of DNA molecule. The sequence of
the sticky end � ��� , in this case g���g , encodes the state information � . Furthermore, we
use �F���� to denote the complementary sticky end of � ��� . Finally, we describe how to rep-
resent ligation and cleavage events. The ligation of two molecules � � � ��� � and �F����S `¡�¢
is described by the equation

� � � ��� � k£�F����   ¡ ¢ �¤�¦¥§�
Suppose �¦¥ incorporates an endonuclease recognition site and is cut into �¨�`©ª� «��'�M© and�S�«��  v© ¡ ¢\© . This is represented as

�¦¥¬�¤� � © � «�� � © k£�A�«��  v© ¡ ¢\© �
We can combine the above two equations and obtain,

� � � ��� � k�F����   ¡ ¢ �®� � © � «�� � © k£�A�«��  v© ¡ ¢\© �



Initial configuration. Figure 6 shows the ADCA in its default configuration before
the reaction starts. As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, molecules e , f , and g possess different
default sticky ends: �S�«�� , �5�¯ � , and �°�± � . Note that the state information � , � , and ² are
encoded in the duplex portions of e , f , and g , not their sticky ends. This is essential
to ensure that repeated reactions between neighboring symbol-molecules can occur for
multiple rounds, as described below.

Information flow. Figure 7 illustrates the information flow. We follow the frame-
work of four-stage structural changes presented in Sect. 2.2 and enumerate the involved
reactions below.

1. Reaction 0.1. Initiator molecule c
³O� «�� and its immediate right neighbor �A�«��'e�� share
complementary sticky ends « and �S�«�� , and result in reaction,

c ³ � «��
k�A�«��'e � �®c�� ´v� ³X� k� �´v� ³5� e��
Note that the sticky end � �´v� of product e encodes both the state information i from
reactant c and the state information � from reactant e .

2. Reaction 0.2. The rule-molecule � �´v�'³5�Yµ restores c�� ´v�'³5� to its default configuration in
reaction, c�� ´v� ³5� k£� �´v� ³X� µ¶�®c ³ � «���k£�A�«��'µ·�

3. Reaction 0.3. Molecule � �´v�5³5�Ye is modified by assisting-molecule �¸³X��� ´v�5³5� in reaction

� ³X� � ´v� ³5� k£� �´v� ³X� e�®�¹�5�¯ ��k� ¯ �'e ³5� �
Now e is transformed to � ¯ �'eº³5� . This essentially transduces the state informationi:� initially encoded in the sticky end of e to its duplex portion. Hence we term
the assisting-molecule �º³X��� ´v�5³5� as a transducer-molecule. The above reaction also
modifies e ’s sticky end to � ¯ � , which is complementary to the default sticky end ofe ’s immediate right neighbor f . This makes e ready to interact with f .

4. Reaction 1.1. Molecule eº³5��� ¯ � interacts with its right neighbor �'�¯ �5f»� in reaction,

e ³X� � ¯ �
kr�5�¯ �5f � �®e¼� ´v� ³X�U� k� �´v� ³5�D� f½�
Now the sticky end of the product e encodes state information i:��� , i.e. the current
state of e ’s left neighbor, the current state of e , and the current state of e ’s right
neighbor. This suffices to specify a transition rule shown in Figure 1 and results in
Reaction 1.2 below.

5. Reaction 1.2. Reaction 1.2 has two steps. In step 1.2.1, e¼� ´v�F³5�D� interacts with a
rule-molecule � �´v�5³5�D�Oµ¾� © in reaction,

e¼� ´v� ³X�U� k� �´v� ³5�D� µ � © �¿e¹� ÀU�SÁ � © k£�'�ÀU�'Á � © µ·�
This effects a state transition of molecule e , as specified by the rule i:�
�Â�Ã��Ä .
However, to enable e to repeatedly perform computation, we need to further re-
store e to its default configuration, i.e. a configuration with a default sticky end�S�«�� and encoding its new state ��Ä in its duplex portion. This task is carried out
by another kind of assisting-molecule called extension-molecule Å . However, as



Fig. 8. Example molecular implementation of reaction 0.1. The red (dark) box and red (dark) ar-
rows respectively indicate the recognition and cleavage sites for endonuclease Bsl I. The encoded
state information is indicated with blue (grey) region. Base pair Æ`ÇYÈÆ is a pair of unnatural bases

a floating molecule, Å needs to not only recognize e ’s current state but also dis-
tinguish e from the other two types of symbol-molecules, f and g . As such, we
require the sticky end of e encodes not only its state information but also its type
information É , where ÉËÊnÌ�ÉaÍÎ�ÏÉaÐÑ�ÏÉaÒÔÓ . Hence, in the above equation, the prod-
uct e possesses a sticky end � Àa� encoding both its type information É and its new
state �
Ä ( �
Ä not shown in Figure 7 (b)). This molecule e¹� ÀU� Á � © is then modified by
extension-molecule Å½�5�ÀU� Á � © in reaction 1.2.2,

e¹� Àa�'Á � © k£�'�Àa�'Á � © Å¬�Õe � © �A�«���k� «��5Å½�
6. Reaction 1.3. Molecule � �´v� ³X�D� f is modified by transducer-molecule � �D� � ´v� ³X�U� in

reaction, � �D� � ´v� ³X�U� kr� �´v� ³5�D� fÖ�¤�¹�a�± �
k� ± �'f �U� �
Note that now f encodes state ��� in its duplex portion (state i is not kept since it
is not required for effecting f ’s transition), and possesses sticky end � ± � , which is
complementary to the default sticky end of g .

7. Other reactions. Similar to reactions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3.

3 Molecular Implementation

3.1 Step-by-step Implementation

To demonstrate the practicality of our design, we next give a detailed description of
the molecular implementation of the ADCA. The complete DNA molecule set will be
described in Sect. 3.2.

1. Reaction 0.1. Figure 8 depicts an example molecular implementation of reaction
0.1, c ³ � «��
k�A�«��'e � �®c�� ´v� ³X� k� �´v� ³5� e��



Fig. 9. Example molecular implementation of reaction 0.2

For simplicity, only the end sequences of dangling-molecule e are depicted; for full
sequences, see Figure 15 (a) in Appendix. Panels (a) and (b) respectively illustrate
cases when �×�¬��	����� and �Â�¶��������� . In molecule �A�«��5e�� , the state information�¨Ê�Ìa�
	���
���ª����������Ó , is encoded by the presence or absence of a DNA base pair
between the sticky end �S�«�� (sequence 
� ) and the half recognition site for endonu-
clease Bsl I (sequence Ø�Ø�Ùj��� ) in the duplex portion. This is further indicated in
Figure 8 by the shaded blue (grey) region. In the case �Ú�r��	���
� , the cleavage of
ligation product c�e by Bsl I produces a sticky end sequence Ø
Ø� for molecule c ,
and �
��� for molecule e . Both these unique sticky end sequences encode state in-
formation i:� . When �·����������� , a different pair of sticky ends � ´v�SÙ�� �´F� are generated
( �
Ø
Ø�ÙYØ
�
� ).
Molecule e contains a pair of unnatural bases, i.e. synthetic bases other than the
natural bases � , � , Ø , and  . They are required because the four-letter ���
Ø� natural
vocabulary does not provide sufficient encoding space for our construction. For a
survey on experimental synthesis of unnatural bases, see [12].

2. Reaction 0.2. Figure 9 depicts an example molecular implementation of reaction
0.2, c�� ´v� ³5� k£� �´v� ³X� µ¶�®c ³ � «���k£�A�«��'µ·�
The endonuclease involved is EcoPl5 I. This restores c to its default configuration
with sticky end sequence � «������
 .

3. Reaction 0.3. Figure 10 depicts an example molecular implementation of reaction
0.3, � ³X� � ´v� ³5� k£� �´v� ³X� e�®�¹�5�¯ ��k� ¯ �'e ³5� �
Here, we only illustrate the case �Û�£��	����� , and omit the similar case �½�£���������
for brevity. Note that the state information i:� initially encoded in the sticky end � �´v�
(sequence �
��� ) of e is now encoded in the blue (grey) region in its duplex portion
(sequence �
Ø���ÙjØ��� ).

4. Reaction 1.1. Figure 11 depicts an example molecular implementation of reaction
1.1, e ³X� � ¯ �
kr�5�¯ �5f � �®e¼� ´v� ³X�U� k� �´v� ³5�D� f½�



Fig. 10. Example molecular implementation of reaction 0.3

Fig. 11. Example molecular implementation of reaction 1.1. The red (dark) box and red (dark)
arrows respectively indicate the recognition and cleavage sites for endonuclease Bsl I. The bases
labeled with red (dark) circles contain phosphorothioate bond and are hence resistant to enzyme
cleavage. The light blue (grey) box indicates the Mwo I recognition site

Again, we only illustrate the case ���Ü��	���
� and �Ý�Þ��	���
� for brevity. This
reaction is similar to reaction 0.1. Both the sticky ends � ´v� and � �´v� encode state
information i:�
� .
Two technical points warrant explanation in this reaction. First, the bases labeled
with red (dark) circles contain phosphorothioate bond and are hence resistant to en-
zyme cleavage. This modification of the bases is required to prevent the unwanted
cleavage of the DNA duplex by Mwo I, whose recognition sites are indicated with
blue (grey) boxes in the figure. This trick will be used again in reaction 1.2.2. Sec-
ond, we assume here that the cleavage by endonuclease Bsl I will occur, but the
cleavage by EcoP15 I will not occur (note that both molecule e and molecule f
contain EcoP15 I recognition site, i.e. ����Ø
����Ø�Ùj��
Ø
���Ø ). This assumption is based
on the fact that Bsl I, a Type II endonuclease, can act far more efficiently than
EcoP15 I, a Type III endonuclease.

5. Reaction 1.2.1. Figure 12 (a) depicts an example molecular implementation of re-
action 1.2.1,

eºÁY� ´v� ³5�D� k£� �´v� ³X�D� µ � © �®e¼� Àa�SÁ � © k�5�ÀU�SÁ � © µ·�



Recall that this reaction effects a state transition for molecule e , as specified by
the rule i:���Ñ�ß�
Ä . Here, the rule molecule incorporates a spacer region, the length
of which ( � bp) encodes the new state information � Ä . In particular, when ��Öq ,�
Ä������������ ; when �à�á , �
Ä��â��	���
� .
When �
ÄÝ�ã��	���
� (the EcoP15 I cleavage step not shown in Figure 12 (a)),
molecule e is restored to the desired target configuration �A�«��'e¾� © , with the default
sticky end �S�«��ä�r�� . In this case, the next step, reaction 1.2.2, is not required. The
reaction can thus be rewritten as,

e¸Áj� ´v� ³5�D� k£� �´v� ³X�D� µ � © �®e � © �A�«���k£� «��'µ·�
However, when ��Ä·�¿��������� (the EcoP15 I cleavage step shown in the figure),
molecule e is modified to e¹� Àa� Á � © , with a unique sticky end � Àa�»�æå°Ø that en-
codes both e ’s type information Éà�çÉ°Í and e ’s new state ��Ä (Recall that É�ÊÌ°ÉaÍ§�OÉUÐ��ÏÉUÒèÓ encodes type information, in the case illustrated here, Éé�ÖÉ�Í . This
information is initially encoded in the blue (grey) duplex portion of e , in the form
of sequence åYÙ
ê å ). Then the reaction proceeds to the next step, reaction 1.2.2, which
will finish the state transition for e .
In our molecular implementation, in a transition ë���ì»�ß��Ä , the values of � , ì , andì Ä cooperatively determine the spacer length � , which in turn decides the result of
the transition. For detail, see Figure 15 (c) in Appendix.

6. Reaction 1.2.2. Figures 12 (b) depicts the case �â�Þ�
	���
���O��Ä¸�Ü��������� , which
follows from the case illustrated in Figures 12 (a).

e¹� Àa� Á � © k£�'�Àa� Á � © Å¬�Õe � © �A�«���k� «��5Å½�
Here, extension-molecule Å½�5�Àa� Á � © restores e to its default configuration with sticky
end �S�«��í���� . However, now e encodes new state ��Ä in its duplex portion.

7. Other reactions. Similar to the above reactions, and hence omitted for brevity.

3.2 Complete Molecule Set

The complete set of DNA molecules constituting ADCA are described in Figure 15 and
Figure 16 in the Appendix. The dangling-molecules (Figure 15 (a)) and the floating
rule-molecules (Figure 15 (c)) are the programmable parts of the ADCA: the selections
of dangling-molecules and rule-molecules respectively determine the initial configura-
tion and the transition rules of the ADCA. Note that all the sticky ends of rule-molecules
are unique. In contrast, the floating assisting-molecules, i.e. transducer-molecules (Fig-
ure 16) and extension-molecules (Figure 15 (b)), only assist in the proper operation of
the ADCA and are non-programmable.

3.3 Futile Reactions

Besides the main reactions described above, there exist reversible futile reactions in the
system. These futile reactions are carefully engineered such that they will not block
the main reactions. Futile reactions, however, can also be used to maintain a dynamic



Fig. 12. Example molecular implementation of reaction 1.2. Panel (a): reaction 1.2.1. Panels (b):
reaction 1.2.2

Fig. 13. An example futile reaction

balance among the floating molecules, and, in doing so, ensure the proper operation of
the devices. Figure 13 shows an example where futile reactions are used to maintain a
balance between µ and � molecules that have complementary sticky ends. For a more
detailed discussion of futile reactions, see [35].

3.4 Computer Simulation

Fully debugging the above molecular implementation requires meticulous inspection of
every step of the ADCA operation, which can become exceedingly tedious. We thus
developed a computer simulator and used it to test and debug the ADCA. The simulator
takes as input the DNA sequences which specifies an ADCA instance, simulates the



operations of ADCA, and gives graphical output. For detail, see
http://pengyin.org/paper/dnaCA/.

4 Two-Dimensional ADCA

To illustrate the operational principle of 2D ADCA, we first present an abstract view
of the 1D ADCA in Figure 14 (a) and (b). Figure 14 (a) illustrates a reaction wave of
the 1D ADCA: the reaction wave starts at initiator c and travels sequentially down the
one-dimensional track. Figure 14 (b) examines one individual dangling-molecule � ,
where �¿�ne¹�Ïf½�\g . Assume w.l.o.g., �Õ�nf . As shown in Figure 14 (b), f in a 1D
ADCA undergoes the following four phases in one full reaction cycle.

1. Phase 1. f has a sticky end that is complementary to its left neighbor e (indicated
by a solid square to the left of f in Figure 14 (b)). This is before reaction 1.1 as
depicted in Figure 7. In this phase, f encodes in its duplex portion its own state
information denoted by � ( � for center).

2. Phase 2. In reaction 1.1, f interacts with its left (i.e. west) neighbor, and enters
phase 2. Now f encodes in its sticky end both the state information of itself, � , and
the state information of its west neighbor, � . This sticky end is complementary to a
floating transducer-molecule, indicated by a circle around f .

3. Phase 3. After reaction 1.3, f now encodes state information ��� in its duplex por-
tion, and possesses a sticky end complementary to its right (i.e. east) neighbor (in-
dicated by a solid square to the right of f ).

4. Phase 4. In reaction 2.1, f interacts with its east neighbor, and enters phase 4.
Now f encodes in its sticky end the state information of itself � , its west neighbor� , and its east neighbor � . This sticky end thus encodes all the state information
required to effect a state transition for f , and is recognized by a floating rule-
molecule (indicated by a thick circle). And this state transition restores f to its
default configuration, finishing a full cycle.

With the above understanding of the 1D ADCA, we can extend it to 2D as follows.
First, we take care of reaction waves by positioning two arrays of initiators as shown
in Figure 14 (c). Each initiator can send out a reaction wave that travels either horizon-
tally or vertically. Next, we take care of the information flow and synchronization, by
again examining one single molecule � . As shown in Figure 14 (d), we engineer the
system such that molecule � undergoes 8 phases. During these 8 phases, � sequen-
tially interacts with its west ( � ), north ( î ), east ( � ), and south ( ï ) neighbors to garner
the state information from each of them. As such, upon entering phase 8, � carries in
its sticky end the state information ����î
��ï . This state information is sufficient to effect a
state transition for � . As in the 1D case, � will undergo a state transition and re-enters
phase 1, completing a full circle.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the theoretical design and molecular implementation of 1D
ADCA and describe how to extend it to 2D.

Open question: can we simplify the current complex design?



Fig. 14. (a) (b) Operational overview of 1D ADCA. (c) (d) Operational overview of two-
dimensional ADCA. In panels (b) and (d), black numbers indicate the phases of � ; blue (grey)
numbers indicate reactions corresponding to reactions depicted in Figure 7; red (dark) letters
indicate the state information carried by �
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Appendix: Complete Molecule Set
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Fig. 15. (a)Dangling-molecules. Left and right panels respectively depict the cases when the en-
coded information ��ÇU�\ÇUú�ûrü�ý�þUÿ�� and �������	� . (b) Extension-molecules. Left and right panels
respectively depict the cases when the transition is 
��Fü�ý�þUÿ���������������	� and 
������������������ü°ý�þUÿ�� , where 
������

�
�������	���:ü�ý�þUÿ���� . (c) Rule-molecules. The eight columns (1-8) corre-

spond to the eight possible configurations of 

��� in the rule 

����� ��� , where 
��v�������:������
�������	���Mü�ý�þUÿ���� . The symbol ����ü stands for the configuration 
����ºû � ����������� ����������vü°ý�þUÿ���� .

The value of � is determined cooperatively by � , � , and � �
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Fig. 16. Transducer-molecules. The bases labeled with red (dark) circles contain phosphoroth-
ioate bond and are hence resistant to enzyme cleavage (see reaction 1.1, Figure 11)


